Cities are like living organisms, as such, they are born, they grow and they also get sick. Pollution, poverty, chaos, is just a few results of its own growth.

Abandon is one of the major problems a place in the city can have.

This project is an idea, an attempt to rescue a chaotic spot within a chaotic area.

Revitalization and reuse of the abandoned spaces, improvement of green and open areas are the medicines for those illnesses that are killing the cities. Curtailed growing, planning, and spatial organization with a full respect for the environment are just a part of a whole new vision and perspective for a starting point.

Rescue and revitalization of the cultural and urban architectural landscape of the metro Insurgentes, Mexico City.

0. Location and current views of the site and surroundings

The plots of the block merge to get a single site in order to increase the density.

1. Quantum change and transferability

A housing block mixes different kind of dwellings for different kind of people.

2. Ethical standards and social equity

Green and open spaces link the new constructions with existing public areas.

3. Ecological quality and energy conservation

Offices and corporate spaces will get the area into an economic district.

4. Economic performance and compatibility

People on the street bring the zone a new "living image".

5. Contextual and aesthetic impact

View of the blocks applying the gamma criteria.
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